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Master Thesis Proposal 

 

Air Cargo Revenue Management – State-of-the-Art Models and Practice 
Applications 

Although the air cargo industry has become increasingly important to serve global supply chains, 
research in revenue management (RM) for cargo shipments lags far behind passenger RM. One 
reason may be that the selling process is more complicated in the air cargo business. Air cargo 
capacity is sold either based on long-term contracts or on a short-term basis on the spot market. 
Though spot market cargo revenue management has some similarities with passenger RM, several 
complexities prevent a direct application of air passenger RM. First, the capacity state of a single 
leg in cargo is usually characterized by two dimensions (weight and volume) rather than one 
(seats) as in passenger RM. Furthermore, the capacity available to cargo is often not known with 
certainty prior to departure since it may depend, e.g., on the number of passengers (who are 
prioritized, for a combination carrier) or on weather conditions affecting the maximum take-off 
weight. Also the exact volume and weight requirement may be not known exactly in advance. 
Finally, the purchasing decision of cargo customers may be determined by other factors than air 
passenger choice among alternative offers. For example, while air passengers onboard typically 
dislike complex routings and stopovers in their itinerary, cargo customers do not care much about 
how the shipment gets from the origin to the destination as long as it is timely and reliably 
delivered at an attractive price. Most of the air cargo RM approaches so far have focused on 
single-leg and network capacity allocation under the independent demand model (with and 
without overbooking), while choice-based capacity allocation and dynamic pricing have not 
received much attention yet. 

 
The objectives of the master thesis are to  

• review and classify the literature on air cargo RM and discuss differences to airline passenger 
RM; 

• discuss any gaps between theory and practice, in particular between state-of-the-art 
optimization approaches for air cargo RM and important practice requirements (e.g., based 
on insights from expert interviews and/or from the practice-oriented literature); 

• review relevant empirical studies from the literature that model and estimate demand 
response or customer choice as a function of different determinant attributes of cargo 
offerings; 

• discuss whether capacity allocation or dynamic pricing is the more suitable RM approach to 
cargo RM, considering opportunities, challenges, and limitations of moving from capacity 
allocation to dynamic pricing in the air cargo business; 

• select a suitable state-of-the-art cargo RM model and make suggestions on how to extend it 
to include a) pricing decisions, b) empirical findings on choice-determinant factors, and c) 
important practice-relevant aspects.  



   

 

 

• discuss potential methods to solve the proposed optimization model and choose a suitable 
one; 

• implement and solve the proposed model, e.g. in AMPL, and apply it to a hypothetical case 
study, e.g. based on reasonable choice model assumptions that are in line with published 
empirical findings, and using synthetic or perturbed data for markets, flight network, etc.; 

• give recommendations, draw conclusions and show future research opportunities. 
 

Requirements 

• OPM 781  

• Good knowledge in Operations and Revenue Management 

• Analytical skills and an ability to transform real-world business problems into Operations 
Research models 

Administrative information for writing a master thesis at the Chair of Service Operations 
Management can be found here. 
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